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Abstract 
Middendorf, M., More on the complexity of common superstring and supersequence problems, 
Theoretical Computer Science 125 (1994) 205-228. 
The Shortest Common Superstring (SCSt) problem is the decision version of the problem to find, for 
a finite set of strings L over an alphabet Z and an integer kEN, a string S of length &k over .Z such 
that each string in L is a substring of S. Analogously, the Shortest Common Supersequence (SCSe) 
problem is the decision version of the problem to find, for a finite set of strings L over an alphabet 
C and an integer ke N, a string S of length <k over Z such that each string in L is a subsequence of S. 
Our main results are: 
_ SCSt is NP-complete if the given strings have length 3 and the maximal orbit size is 8 (the orbit 
size of a character is the number of its occurrences in the strings in L). This partially solves 
a problem of Timkovskii (1990). 
_ SCSt is NP-complete over the alphabet {0, 1) even ifeach given string contains exactly three ones. 
_ SCSe over the alphabet {0, 1) is NP-complete even if the given strings all have the same length and 
each string contains exactly two ones. 
Moreover, we introduce cyclic and permutation variants of SCSt and SCSe, namely Cyclic-SCSt, 
Cyclic-SCSe, Permutation-SCSt and Permutation-SCSe. The Permutation-SCSt (resp. Cyclic-SCSt) 
problem is the decision version of the problem to find, for a finite set of strings L over an alphabet 
C and an integer ke N, a string S of length <k over ,Z such that there exists a (cyclic) permutation of 
each string in L that is a substring of S. Permutation-SCSe and Cyclic-SCSe are defined analogously. 
The main results are: 
_ Cyclic-SCSt and Cyclic-SCSe are NP-complete for strings of length 3 and polynomial-time- 
solvable for strings of length 2. 
_ Cyclic-SCSt and Cyclic-SCSe are NP-complete for an alphabet of size 2. 
~ Permutation-SCSt is NP-complete if the given strings have length 3 and the maximal orbitsize is 8. 
- Permutation-SCSt is NP-complete for an alphabet of size 3 and polynomial-time-solvable for an 
alphabet of size 2. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a string S over an alphabet C, a subsequence of S is any string that can be 
obtained by erasing zero or more symbols from S. A subsequence T of S is called 
a substring of S if S is of the form S’TS”, where S’ and S” are strings over C. 
The Shortest Common Superstring (SCSt) problem is the decision version of the 
problem to find, for a finite set of strings L over an alphabet C and an integer kEN, 
a string S of length <k over C such that each string in L is a substring of S. 
Analogously, the Shortest Common Supersequence (SCSe) problem is the decision 
version of the problem to find, for a finite set of strings L over an alphabet C and an 
integer kE N, a string S of length d k over C such that each string in L is a subsequence 
of s. 
SC% and SCSe are well-known problems that find broad applications. Unfortu- 
nately, both problems are known to be NP-complete [l, 51. It has been investigated by 
several authors whether SCSt and SCSe become polynomial-time-solvable under 
various restrictions to the set of instances. However, there are still large gaps between 
the restrictions under which the problems remain NP-complete and restrictions under 
which they are known to be solvable in polynomial time. 
Gallant et al. [l] have shown that SCSt is NP-complete for strings of length 3 and 
polynomial-time-solvable for strings of length 2. Timkovskii [7] studied SCSt and 
SCSe under restrictions to the orbit size of the characters in C. The orbit size of 
a character is the number of its occurrences in the strings of L. Timkovskii showed 
that SCSe is NP-complete if the given strings have length 2 and the maximal orbit size 
is 3. Also, SCSe is NP-complete if the given strings have length 3 and the maximal 
orbit size is 2. The case when the strings have length 2 and the maximal orbit size is 
2 and the case when the length of the strings is 3 and the orbit size is 1 are trivially 
solvable in polynomial time. Concerning SCSt Timkovskii proved that SCSt with 
maximal orbit size 2 is polynomial-time-solvable. However, he stated that the status of 
SCSt with maximal orbit size k is open for any constant k>3. In this paper we show 
that SCSt with maximal orbit size 6 is NP-complete even if the strings have length 4. 
In addition, we show that SCSt with maximal orbit size 8 and strings of length 3 is 
NP-complete. 
Another important parameter of SCSt and SCSe is the size of the alphabet C. 
Gallant et al. [l] have shown that SCSt is NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of 
size 2. Maier [S] has shown that SCSe is NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of 
size 5. This result has been extended by R%hti and Ukkonen [6] to strings over an 
alphabet of size 2. All these results are proved using instances that include strings with 
a rather complex structure. However, there are a lot of applications that do not 
involve such complex strings. Hence, the question arises as to whether SCSt or SCSe 
become polynomial-time-solvable if each string in the set L has a simple structure. In 
this paper we give a negative answer to this question (unless P = NP). In particular, we 
show that SCSt is NP-complete over the alphabet (0, l} even if each given string 
contains exactly three ones. SCSt over the alphabet (0, l} is polynomial-time-solvable 
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if each given string contains at most one one. The status of SCSt over the alphabet 
(0, l} if each given string contains at most two ones is left open. Moreover, it is shown 
that SCSe over the alphabet (0, l} is NP-complete even if each given string contains 
exactly two ones and the given strings all have the same length. SCSe over the 
alphabet (0, l} is polynomial-time-solvable if each given string contains at most one 
one. 
The second part of the paper addresses cyclic and permutation variants of SCSt and 
SCSe, namely we introduce the problems Cyclic-SCSt, Cyclic-SCSe, Permutation- 
SCSt and Permutation-SCSe. The Permutation-SCSt (resp. Cyclic-SCSt) problem is 
the decision version of the problem to find, for a finite set of strings L over an alphabet 
C and an integer kE N, a string S of length Q k over C such that there exists a (cyclic) 
permutation of each string in L that is a substring of S. Permutation-SCSe and 
Cyclic-SCSe are defined analogously. These problems find applications e.g. in the 
design of assembly lines, considered as sequences of machines that perform different 
operations. 
We will show that Cyclic-SCSt and Cyclic-SCSe are NP-complete for strings of 
length 3. Both problems are polynomial-time-solvable for strings of length 2. More- 
over, it is proved that Cyclic-SCSt and Cyclic-SCSe are NP-complete over an 
alphabet of size 2. The Permutation-SCSe problem is trivially polynomial-time- 
solvable. Kou [4] has shown that Permutation-SCSt is NP-complete. We extend his 
result and show that Permutation-SCSt is NP-complete for an alphabet of size 3. It is 
polynomial-time-solvable for an alphabet of size 2. Moreover, Permutation-SCSe is 
NP-complete for strings of length 3. It is polynomial-time-solvable for strings of 
length 2. 
2. Basic definitions and notations 
An alphabet C is a finite set of symbols. A string over C is a finite sequence of 
symbols of C. By h we denote the empty string of zero symbols. The concatenation of 
two strings S and T is denoted by ST. For a string S we define S”=h and S’=SS’-’ 
for all HEN. The length of a string S=s1s2 . . . Sk, denoted by ISI, is the integer k. The 
length of the empty string h is zero. The set of all strings over C is denoted by C*. 
For a set L of strings, 11 L 11 denotes the sum of the length of the strings in L. The 
cardinality of L is denoted by IL 1. 
Given a string S, a subsequence ofS is any string T that can be obtained from S by 
erasing zero or more symbols from S. A subsequence T of S is called a substring of S if 
S is of the form S’TS”, where S’ and S” are strings over Z. A string S is a supersequence 
(resp. superstring) of a string T if T is a subsequence (resp. substring) of S. A string S is 
a supersequence (resp. superstring) of a set L of strings if it is a supersequence (resp. 
superstring) of every string in L. 
Let S=slsZ . . . Sk be a string over an alphabet C. By Sti:jr we denote the substring 
SiSi+l 1.. Sj of S for i,jE [ 1: k], i <j. A substring S’ of S is said to be a prejix (resp. sufix) 
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ofSifit is oftheform Stl:i] (resp. Stk-i+i:k] ) for an i~[l:k]. It is denoted by Prei(S) 
(resp. SuA(S)). The number of occurrences of a symbol YES is denoted by ISI,. 
Formally, 1 S ((I := I h(S)I, where h is the identity on a and erases every other symbol not 
equal to a. We say s 1 (resp. s,J is thefirst (resp. last) character of S. The character sh is 
between Si and Sj if i<h<j holds, h, i,jE[l : k]. We say that sh, h~[l : k], is the nth a in 
S for a symbol EC if sh = a and if a occurs n times in St, : hl. 
Let a string S = s1 s2 . . sI be a subsequence of a string T= t 1 t2 . . . tk over an alphabet 
C. An embedding ofS in T is a strong growing functionffrom [l : 11 to [ 1: k] such that 
Si=tf(i) for all iE[l: I]. We say that si is mapped onto tf(i) byf, ie[l : I]. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of NP-completeness (see [2]) 
and with some basic graph theory. 
3. Results concerning SCSt 
In this section, we present our results about the complexity of some restrictions of 
the SCSt problem. In the first part, we consider classes of instances with a restricted 
orbit size and string length. 
Definition 3.1. Let L be a set of strings. The intersection graph G(L) is the directed 
edge-weighted graph G(L)=(L, E,f) with node set L, edge set E c L2 and weight 
function f: E--f N + such that 
(S,S’)EE and f((S,S’))=k iff 
S, S’EL, S#S’ and k 3 1 is maximal such that Sufk(S)=Prek(S’). 
Example 3.2. Let L = {ubc, bed, def; fd, c}. Then, G(L) =(L, E, f) with E = { (abc, bed), 
(bed, def ), (def, fd), u;i, def ), (ubc, c)} and f defined by f ((ubc, bed))= 2, f ((ubc, c))= 1, 
f ((bed, def ))= 1, f ((deJ fd))= 1, f (( fd,def ))= 1 (see Fig. 1, where + denotes an edge 
of weight 1 and * an edge of weight 2). 
It is not difficult to show the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. If L is a set of strings such that no string in L is a proper substring of 
another string in L, then 
(i) the intersection graph G(L) of L can be constructed in polynomial time and 
(ii) L has a superstring of length n d I/ L 11 -k if there exists a set of node-disjoint 
directed paths in the intersection graph G(L) such that the sum of the weights of the edges 
of the paths is > k. 
abc + bed -+ def # fd 
1 
c 
Fig. 1. 
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Theorem 3.4, SCSt is NP-complete even ijf the given strings have length 3 and the 
maximal orbit size is 8. 
Proof. SCSt is in NP because it can be tested in polynomial time whether a given 
string is a superstring of a finite set S of strings. To show that our problem is complete 
for NP we reduce the exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT problem to it. Let a set 
%={cl,c*, . ..) C,} of clauses, each of size 3, over a set V={V~,V~,...,V,,} of 
variables be an instance of exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that no clause contains a negative literal (this restriction is known to be 
NP-complete [2]). Recall that the exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT problem asks whether 
there is a truth assignment of the variables in V such that each clause in 99 contains 
exactly one true literal. We will now construct a set L of strings of length 3 and 
maximal orbit size 8 over an alphabet C. By the construction, there will be a relation 
between truth assignments of V that satisfy V? and superstrings of L of a given length. 
The set L will consist of a set Lw of truth-setting strings and, for each clause Cp&, 
a set L(C,) of clause strings that reflect the composition of the corresponding clause. 
First, define the alphabet 
C={aCp,bCp,...,fCpIP~C1:ml} 
u{v;,v;,..., v,k” 1k,, is the number of clauses in %? containing v,,, 
Define the set of truth-setting strings 
Lw={yiXzi-lV!,V!X*iyi+lIi~[l:n]}. 
We have the following intersection graph G(L,) of Lw: 
Y,xlv:4x2Y2+Y2x34 ~v:X4y3-*y3X5v:~...~v~x~~y”+~. 
For each clause C,= {v,,vi,vj>, h<i<j, p~[l : m], we introduce the set of clause 
strings 
fh fhfl 
L(Cp)={eC,fc,v?&,~h uh 
lh fh+l 
,uh vh aCpToh ‘h’laCpbCp,aCpbCpvfi, 
bc,vf’vf’+1,vfivfi+1cCp,v~i+1~CpdCp,~C~dCpv3j, 
dCpv:.)vfj+l,v~jv~‘leCp,vfj’leCpfCp}. 
Here th denotes the number of clauses in the subset {C i, CZ, . . . , C,} of % that contain 
ah. For p= m set th + 1 = 1, and analogously for ti, ti+ 1, tj and tj+ 1. The intersection 
graph G(L(C,)) that belongs to L(C,) is shown in Fig. 2 (edges of weight 1 are not 
drawn). 
We are now ready to define the set L of strings: L= Lwu uF= 1 L(C,). Note that 
each character of C has an orbit size < 8 in L as required. This bound is strict since the 
characters v!, iE[l : n], all have orbit size 8. It is obvious that L and G(L) can be 
constructed in polynomial time. We can now prove that 
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tj+l 
“j edcp * ec,fc,v~ =k- fcpv~vp+l +. v~v~+lac, _+ V~+lac,bc, 
B 
P 
ij tj+l 
'j "j ec, ac, bc, vf; 
% r2 
&, ~~fi v:?’ +l bc,vf'vf'+l 
5 ri 
cc,dc, v: vtivt;+l 1 I CC, 
% KY2 
vi ti+lcC,dc, 
Fig. 2. 
L has a superstring of length < 4n + 13m + 1 = 11 L /I -(2n + 23m - 1) iff there exists 
a set of directed node-disjoint paths in G(L) such that the sum of the weights of their 
edges is > 2n + 23m - 1 iff there is a truth assignment of V that satisfies V. 
Applying Lemma 3.3 the former equivalence follows. Thus, only the last equiva- 
lence remains to be shown. 
3: Let {IV,, IV,,..., Wr} be a set of directed node-disjoint paths such that the sum 
of the weights of their edges is 22n+23m- 1. Let a denote the number of edges of 
weight 2 in the paths WI, W,, . . . . W,. 
By the construction, in G(L) there are exactly 12m edges of weight 2. For each 
PE [l : m] there are 12 of these edges that are the edges of a directed circuit formed by 
the nodes of L(C,) (see Fig. 2). From each of these circuits the paths WI, W,, . . . . W, 
can contain at most 11 edges. Hence, or< 1 lm holds. We also have that the node- 
disjoint paths WI, W,, . . . . W, contain 2n + 12m-r edges altogether since there are 
2n + 12m nodes in G. Thus, the sum of the edge weights of the paths W, , W,, . . . , W, is 
2n + 12m - r + oz. Altogether, we derive that 
(1) r=l and a=llm. 
This means that WI is a directed path that contains each node in G(L), i.e. it is 
a Hamiltonian path. Further, WI contains exactly 11 edges of weight 2 from each 
subgraph G( L( C,)), pa [ 1: m] , of G. This is possible only if 
(2) WI contains, for all PE [l : m], a subpath WcP that consists exactly of the nodes 
of G(S(C,)) such that the edges of WC, all have weight 2. 
We can also state that y , x1 u: must be the first node of WI. Observe that y 1 x1 vi is 
the only node of G that contains y 1. Similarly, we deduce that u,’ xz,y,+ 1 is the last 
node of WI. It follows that the subpaths WcP, p~[l :m], are inner subpaths of 
WI (“inner” means that WC, contains neither the first nor the last node of WI). 
Note that a node of the subgraph G(L(C,)), p~[l : m], of G(L) is adjacent o a node 
that is not in G(L(C,)) either only by ingoing or only by outgoing edges. This holds 
since the first or the last character of every node in G(L(C,)) is one of the characters 
acpr b c,, . . ..fc.. But these characters do not occur in a node that is not in G(L(C,)) 
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(see Fig. 3, where we have shown only one of possibly several edges between a node of 
G(L(C,)) and a node outside of G(L(C,)). Edges of weight 1 between nodes of 
G(L(C,)) are not shown). 
Since each subpath WC, is an inner subpath its first (last) node must be adjacent by 
an ingoing (outgoing) edge to a node outside G(L,). Figure 3 illustrates that 
(3) the pair of the first and the last node of a subpath Wcp, p~[l : m], of WI can 
only be one of the following pairs of nodes: 
th fh+l 
vh vh aC, 
th fh+l 
and fc& vh 3 
vf’vf’+lCc, and b v?iv!i+l C,r t 3 
f, t,+ 1 
vj vi ec, and dC,vfjvfj+‘. 
NOW, we make the following observation. For a variable VIE V let Ci,, Ci2y . . . , Ci*,, 
be the clauses that contain vi, 1 < il < i2 < ... < iki <m. Then: 
(4) (i) If a string in L contains the character v! then the string is in L(Ci,)UL(Ci,,) 
or it is one of the strings yiXzi_l~!,v!X,iyi+~. 
(ii) For je[2 : ki], if a string in L contains the character v{ then the string is in 
L(Cij_*)UL(Cij)* 
We derive, by using (3) and (4), that the subpath of Wl between the nodes yixzi_ 1 v! 
and U: xziyi+ 1 of the subgraph G(L,) must be of the form (let Ci,, Ci2y . . . , Ci,, be the 
clauses that contain ai, 1 Gil <i2<...<ik,<m) 
\ T T 1 J 
t,+1 
“j ec,.f~, * ec,fcpv~ * h7,~~t$+~ j VpVf:+lac, -+. v~+lac,bc 
% 
ti p 
tj tj+l 
/‘ 
“j vj ec, QC, bCpVfi 
-s i+ \ 
dcpv; $+l bc,+f’+’ 
J $ tP \ 
cc, dc, v:j 
fi ti+1 
‘i ‘i cC, 
J % tP 2 
vf’+‘ccpdc, 
T 
Fig. 3. 
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NOW set Di true if the subpath of W1 between the nodes yiX2i- 1 u_! and u,? Xziyi+ 1 is as 
in (*). Otherwise set vi false. From the facts given above we obtain that every clause 
contains exactly one true literal, i.e. we have a truth assignment of V that satisfies +?. 
(: : Let a truth assignment of I/ be given that satisfies %?. It is easy to find a directed 
Hamiltonian path in the intersection graph G(L) such that for each true variable Ui the 
path between yiX2i- 1 v,J and u!Xziyi+ 1 is as in ( *) and for all other variables as in 
(**). It is straightforward to see that the sum of the weights of the edges of this 
Hamiltonian path is 2n+23m- 1. 0 
Theorem 3.5. SCSt is NP-complete even if the given strings have length 4 and the 
maximal orbit size is 6. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4. Again, we reduce the 
exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT problem. Let a set 59 = { C1, C2, . . . , C,} of clauses each of 
size 3 without negative literals over a set V= { vl, u2, . . . , on} of variables be an instance 
of exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT. We will now construct an instance of our problem. 
The idea of the proof is to combine pairs of strings from the sets L(C,) in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4 to one new string if their corresponding nodes in the intersection 
graph are connected by an edge of weight 2. This will reduce the orbit size of the 
characters without changing the construction essentially. Formally, the set of clause 
strings L(C,) for each clause C,, p~[l : n], is defined as follows (th, th+ 1, Ci, ti+ 1, tj, 
tj+ 1 are defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.4): 
L(Cp)=(vf’vf’~1ec,fc,,ec,fc,v~v~f1,v~v~f1acpbcp,acpbcpvf~vj~~1, 
1, fi+ 1 
Vi vi cc,dc,,cc,dc,vfJv~+l}. 
Next, define the set Lw of truth-setting strings of length 4 by inserting new introduced 
characters Zi, iE[l : 2n], into the strings of length 3 of the corresponding set Lw in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ liE[l:n]). 
Finally, set L = Lw u UT= 1 L( C,) and 
u{vh’,v;, . ..) v,k” 1 k,, is the number of clauses in %? containing v,,, 
hc[l : n]} 
U{yiIiE[l:n+l]}U{Xi,ZiIiE[1:2n]}. 
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4, it can be proved that 
L has a superstring of length 6 6n + 13m + 1 = /I L II- (2n + 1 lm - 1) iff there is a set 
of directed node-disjoint paths in G(L) such that the sum of the weights of their 
edges is 22n+ llm- 1 iff there is a truth assignment of V that satisfies %?. q 
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The second part of this section deals with classes of instances over the alphabet 
(0, l} where each string has a very simple structure. For this, we require that each 
string contains only a few number of ones. 
Theorem 3.6. SCSt over the alphabet (0, l} is NP-complete even if each given string 
contains exactly three ones. 
Proof. The somewhat technical proof is based on the proof of Theorem 3.4. Essen- 
tially, we will encode the characters of the alphabet C in the proof of Theorem 3.4 by 
strings of zeros. This encoding is used to replace a string of the form abc from the 
proof of Theorem 3.4 by two strings of the form lalbl and lblcl, where a, b and c are 
now strings of zeros. 
First, let an instance of exactly-one-in-three 3-SAT be given, i.e. a set 
%?={C1,C*,..., C,} of clauses, each of size three, without negative literals over a set 
V={v1,v2, . . . , v,} of variables. We will now construct a set L of strings over (0, l} 
which all contain exactly three ones. In the next definition there will appear characters 
that are not in (0, l}. Such characters stand for strings of zeros. The explicit encoding 
is given later. Define the set of truth-setting strings 
Furthermore, a set of clause strings L(C,) is defined for each clause C,= iv,,, Vi, Vj}, 
h<i<j, p~[l :m]: 
L(C,)={ lo;+’ lac, 1, lao, lbc, 1, lbc, lvfi 1, lvf’+ r lee, 1, lcc, I&, 1, 
l&Jvfjl, Ivy+’ lecpl,lecplfcpl,lfCpl~~l,lv~lv~+llaCp, 
bC,lvfilvfi+’ 1,1~f~l~f~~~l~~~,dc,lvf’lyf’+l1, lv~‘lvf’+‘lec-, 
fc,lv~lv~+ll}. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, t,, denotes the number of clauses in the subset 
{Cl,CZ, . . . . C,} of V that contain v,,. For p =m set th + 1 = 1, and analogously for 
ti,ti+l, tj and tj+l. NOW set L=LWUU,“=,L(C,). 
The set of characters L’ that encode strings of zeros is the following (compare with 
C in the proof of Theorem 3.4): 
~={aCp,b,p,...,fCpI~~C1:ml} 
u{d,d , . . . . vk” 1 kh is the number of clauses in $9 containing vhr 
hE[l :n]} 
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The strings in L’ have the following lengths: (the lengths are chosen such that different 
characters encode strings of different lengths. Without loss of generality, let m>n.) 
lY,l=l, 
lYn+ll=2, 
h-l 
IUpl’Z+ 1 ki+th, h~[l :n], the[l :kh], 
i=l 
IyiI=Z’+i, i~[Z:n], 
IXil=Z’+n+ip ifZ[1:2h], 
[acPI=z’+3n+6p-5, p~[l :m], 
IbCpI=z’+3n+6p-4, p~[l:m], 
IfcpI=z’+3n+6p, p~[l:m], 
where z=lllm2 and z’=(7m+n+l)z. 
The “long” strings in L’ are combined to a set L”. More explicitly, let 
L”={ucp,bcp, . ..) f~,IPE[l:m]}U(XiIi~[1:2n]}U{yiIi~[2:n]}. 
We will now show that 
L has a super-string of length < 1 L”I z’ + (7m + n)z + z ifs there is a truth assignment of 
V that satisfies %T. 
a: Let S be a superstring of L oflength <IL”Iz’+(7m+n)z+z=(IL’I+l)z’. We 
will need some claims. 
Claim 3.7. For all strings WEL” we have that S contains exactly one substring of the 
form lwl. Furthermore, we have that S does not contain a substring that consists of 
properly more than z’+ 3n+6m zeros. 
Proof of Claim 3.7. Since S is a superstring of L it must by construction contain the 
substring 1 wl for every string WEL”. Every string WE:L” is a string of at least z’ + 2 
zeros. If S contains properly more than IL”1 disjoint substrings of z’+2 zeros then 
S has length B(IL”I+l)(z’+2)>(lL”I+l)z’, which is a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 (continued). Define 
To=ly,lxllv:l, 
T,=lv,‘lx,,ly,+,l 
and, for iE[2: n], 
~~lV~_~lX*(i_~)lYilX~i_~lVfl 
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and, for each clause Cp={“h,“i,“j}, h<i<j, p~[l:mJ, 
T .+3p-2=1”~l”~+11a,plb,,l”f~l”f~+11, 
T n+3p-l=1”f~l”f~+11CCpldC,l”fj1”~~+11, 
T .+3p=1”fJ1”3j+11ecplfCp1”~1”~+~1. 
Claim 3.8. S contains r as a substring for all iE [0 : n + 3m]. 
Proof of Claim 3.8. We use Claim 3.7, which states that S contains, for each string 
WEL”, exactly one substring of the form lwl. Consider the strings Iv,!_, l~~(~_~)l, 
lXz~i_l,lyil, lyilX~i-~l,lX~i_~l”~ 1 from the set L w, iE[2 : n]. It easily follows from 
Claim 3.7 that these strings can be embedded into S only if S contains the substring 
K=lu,!_, lX~~i_~~lyilx~i_l 1”: 1. Similarly, S must contain the substrings To and Tl. 
Furthermore, 
(1) S must contain, for each clause C,,= { uh, “i, “j}, h < i<j, p~[l : m], the following 
substrings: 
lo?+’ lac, lbc, l”ii 1, 
l”;‘+l lcc, I&, luf’l, 
l”f’+’ let, lfc, Iv? 1. 
By construction, 
(2) S contains, for each clause Cp={“h,“i, “j}, h<i<j, p~[l :m], the sub- 
strings u:” l”F+’ lac-, bc,lufilufi+’ 1, l”fil”fi+’ l~~,,d~~l”f’l”f~+~ 1, l”~‘l”f’+‘lec, 
andfcpl”~lu~+ll. 
It follows from Claim 3.7 that every substring in S that consists of at least z’ + 2 
zeros is contained in a substring of the form lwl with WEL”. Finally, since strings of 
the form x1, ZE[~ : 2n], or y,, 1~[2 : n], are not as long as the strings a+ b,--, . . . ,fc, and 
also by (1) and (2), the claim follows. 0 
Claim 3.9. S contains at most 7m+n disjoint substrings of the form 10: 1, hE[l : n], 
t&l : kh]. 
Proof of Claim 3.9. S has length < IL” 1 z’ + (7m + n)z + z. By Claim 3.7 it contains, for 
each WEL”, a substring iwl which contains at least z’ +2 zeros. Since strings of the 
form luF1, hG[l :n], t,,E[l:kh], are not in L” and contain at least zs 1 zeros the 
claim follows. Otherwise, S would have length 3 1 L”I (z’ + 2) + (7m + n + l)(z + 1) > 
IL”lz’+(7m+n)z+z. q 
The next claim is easy to prove. 
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Claim 3.10. For i,jE[O : n + 3m], i #j, we have the following: If 1E N is maximal such that 
T := Pret( c) = Sufl( Tj) then T is of the form 
(i) 1 or 
(ii) 1~21 for an hE[l :n], thE[l:kh] or 
(iii) lv~l~~+~ 1 for an he[l :n], thE[l : kh]. 
Zf (iii) holds then there is a p~[l :m] with i,je{n+3p-2,n+3p- l,n+3p}. 
Claim 3.11. (i) For every p~[l:m], the substrings T,+JP_2,T.+3P-1 and Tn+3P of 
S must overlap in S such that S contains exactly one of the following three strings as 
a substring (note that these strings are cyclic permutations of each other): 
lU~lVl)h+l lacplbcplu[‘lvfif1l~CPldCPlvfl1vfj~1leCplfCplv~1v~~11, 
lVfqvf’+l lccpldc,lvJ’lvf’+’ lecPlf,--l~~lv~+l la,--lbc,lvfilvfi+l 1, 
lvfjl”fj+l lecPlfC,1~~1v~f1laCplbCplvf’1vfit1lccpldc~lvfj1vfj~11. 
The corresponding string is denoted by T$. 
(ii) Every substring TE{ ri ( iE [2 : n]} u {T,* I p~[l : m]} of S overlaps by its prefix of 
the form Iup1 with a substring T’ of S, where T’~{T~ii~[0:n]}u(Tp* Ip~[l:m]}, 
T’ # T, i.e. the prejix 1 vp 1 of T is a &ix of T’ in S. Symmetrically, the same holds with 
“prejix” and “sufJix” interchanged. 
Proof of Claim 3.11. The strings T, and Tl each contain a substring of the form Iv> 1, 
hE[l:n], t,+[l:kJ. The strings z, ie[2:n] (z, ie[n+ 1 :n+3m]), each contain two 
(resp. four) substrings of the form Iv:” 1, he[l : n], t,,e[l : kh]. Altogether, the strings 
K, ie[O:n+3m], contain 12m+2n substrings of the form 1~21, hE[l :n], thE[l:kh]. 
By Claims 3.9 and 3.10 it follows that there are at least (12m + 2n) - (n + 3m) - (7m + n) 
= 2m different pairs (z, Tj), i,je [0 : n + 3m], i #j, of substrings in S that have a com- 
mon substring in S of the form 1~: lvz+’ 1, he[l : n], t,,e[l : kJ. By the last sentence 
of Claim 3.10 we derive Claim 3.11 (i). 
It is easy to see, using the last sentence of Claim 3.10, that there can be at most 2m 
different pairs (T, Tj), i,jE [0 : n + 3m], i #j, of substrings in S that have a common 
substring in S of the form Iv: lvp+ ’ 1, he[l : n], thE[l : k,,]. By Claims 3.9, 3.10 and 
3.11(i) we derive Claim 3.11(ii). 0 
Claim 3.12. For p~[l :m] we have the following: If T,* has the prejix lv~l~~+~l, 
hE[l :n], t,,E[l : kh], then for each clause C,, qE[l :m], with vheCq the string Tz has 
the prefix 1 vi” 1 vlhf ’ 1 (sh is the number of clauses in { C1, Cz, . . . , C,} that contain vh). 
Proof of Claim 3.12. We derive this easily by Claim 3.11. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6 (conclusion). Now set all variables V,,E V’ true for which there is 
a string Tp*, pc[ 1: m], with prefix lo? lvz+’ 1. The other variables are set false. By 
Claim 3.11 (i) there is a true literal in each clause. Further, by Claim 3.12 it follows that 
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there is at most one true literal in each clause. Hence, we have a truth assignment of 
V that satisfies %‘. 
G=: Let a truth assignment of V that satisfies ‘8’ be given. Following the ideas in the 
proof of “a”, one can easily find a superstring S of L of length < 1 S” I z’ + (7m + n)z + z. 
S then contains 4n+13m+2 ones and <IL”l(z’+3n+6m)+(7m+n)(z+3m)+3= 
(3n-1+6m)(z’+3n+6m)+(7m+n)(z+3m)+3=~L”~z’+(7m+n)z+(3n-1+ 
6m)(3n + 6~) + (7m + n)3m + 3 zeros. Thus, since z=111mZ>4n+13m+2+ 
(3n - 1 + 6m)(3n + 6m) + (7m + n)3m + 3 = 57m * + 39mn + 9n2 + 7m + n + 5, S has length 
at most )L”Jz’+(7m+n)z+z. q 
Theorem 3.13. SCSt over the alphabet (0, l} is polynomial-time-solvable if each given 
string contains at most one one. 
Proof. Let L={S,,S2, . . . . S,> be a set of strings over (0, l} such that each string in 
L contains at most one one. We assume that each string contains exactly one one 
(otherwise it is easy to modify the proof). Thus, SiEL is of the form ailbi, where 
ai,bieO*. Set A=max(Iail lk[l:t]}, B=max{IbilIi~[l:t]} and M=max{A,B). 
We will show that if S is a shortest superstring of L, then SEL’= {alclb I a, b, CEO*; 
(c(=M, (aIdA, (b(<B}u{alb(a,bEO*; (a(=A, (b(=B). 
Since it can be tested in polynomial time whether a string is a superstring of L and 
since there are only O(n*) many strings in L’ (n is the sum of the lengths of the strings 
in L), it follows that a shortest superstring of L can be found in polynomial time. 
Claim 3.14. A shortest superstring S of L contains at most two zeros. 
Proof of Claim 3.14. For a contradiction assume that a shortest superstring S exists 
which contains at least three ones. Then S is of the form al blcldS’, where a, b, c, d~0* 
and S’o(lO*)*. 
Case 1: ) bJ > ICI. Then S” = al blcdS’ is a superstring of L. To see this observe that 
every string Tin L that can be embedded in S such that the one of T is mapped onto 
the one between c and d of S can also be embedded in S” such that the one of T is 
mapped onto the one between b and c of S”. Since I S”I < IS I we have a contradiction. 
Case2: IbI<IcI.ThenS”=ablcldS’isasuperstringofL.SinceIS”I<ISI wehave 
a contradiction. 0 
Claim 3.15. Ifa shortest superstring of L contains two ones then it is of the form alcl b, 
with a,b,cEO*, IcI=M, la(<A and Ibl<B. 
Proof of Claim 3.15. Let S be a shortest superstring of L that contains two ones. 
Assume Ic( #IV. 
Case 1: Jcl>M. Then S”=alc’lb, with c’EO* and lc’l =M, is a superstring of L. 
This is a contradiction since IS” I < I SI . 
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Case 2: Jcl<M. 
Case 2.1: Icl<A. Then lal=A and thus S”=alcb is a superstring of L. This is 
a contradiction since I S”I < 1 SI. 
Case 2.2: ICI <B. Then I bl = B and thus S”= aclb is a superstring of L. Since 
IS”1 < ISI we have a contradiction. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.13 (conclusion). In a similar way one can show that if a shortest 
superstring of L contains exactly one one then it is of the form alb, with a, bEO*, 
I a( = A and ) b I = B. The theorem now follows from this fact together with Claims 3.14 
and 3.15. 0 
The complexity of SCSt over the alphabet (0, l} if each string contains at most two 
ones is left open. 
4. Results concerning SCSe 
In this section we investigate the complexity of restrictions of the SCSe problem. In 
particular, we consider classes of instances over the alphabet (0, 1) where each string 
contains only a few number of ones. It is a trivial task to find a polynomial-time 
algorithm for the case that each string contains at most one one. Unfortunately, we 
show in Theorem 4.2 that the problem becomes NP-complete if each string contains 
two ones. The following lemma is needed in the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4.1. Let L={SI,S2, . . . . Smfl } be a set of strings with Si=Oi- ’ 10”-‘-’ for 
ie[l :m+ 11. Then: 
(i) For each super-sequence S of L, 
If S contains at most k ones, kgN, then S contains at least r(m+ 1)/k] - 1 +m 
zeros. 
If S contains at most k - 1 + m zeros, kE N, then S contains at least r( m + 1)/k] ones. 
(ii) F or m=n2, nE N, the string S =(O” l)“On is a shortest supersequence of L. 
S contains exactly n ones and n2 + n zeros. 
Proof. (i) Let S contain at most k ones. Clearly, there must be a subset L’ of L which 
contains at least r(m+ 1)/k] strings such that the strings in L’ can be embedded in 
S in such a way that the ones in these strings are mapped onto the same one of S. Let 
~,,,=max(iISi~L’} and i,i,=min{iIS,~L’}. Then S must contain at least 
i,,, + m- imin zeros. Since i max>i,i,+r(m+ 1)/k] -1 it follows that S contains at 
least r(m+ 1)/k] - 1 + m zeros. The second statement is proved analogously. 
(ii) Obviously, S is a supersequence of L. From (i) we obtain that a shortest 
supersequence of L must have length 3r(n2 + 1)/k] - 1+ n2 + k for a keN. Finally, 
one can show using standard analysis techniques that r( n2 + 1)/k] - 1 + n2 + k 3 
2n+n2 holds for all kEN. 0 
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Theorem 4.2. SCSe over the alphabet (0, l} is NP-complete even ij-the given strings all 
have the same length and each string contains exactly two ones. 
Proof. Obviously, SCSe is in NP. To show that our problem is complete for NP we 
reduce the Vertex Cover problem to it. Let a graph G=( V, E) with node set 
V={v1,v2, . ..) v,} andedge set E=(el,e2, . . . . e,} and an integer kE N be an instance 
of Vertex Cover. Recall that the Vertex Cover problem asks whether G has a vertex 
cover of size d k, i.e. a subset v’c V with 1 V’I <k such that for each edge {vi, Uj} EE at 
least one of vi and Uj is in V’. We will now construct a set L of strings over (0, l} such 
that the strings in L all have the same length and each string contains exactly two 
ones. 
To this set for all iE[l :n],je[O: 9n2], 
A,=o6n(i-1)+3n106n(n+l-i), 
I 
Bj=oj 109+j, 
Xj=AiBj. 
For each edge e, = (vi, Vj}, i <j, in E, set 
&;=06n(i-1) 106n(j-i)+3n1 06n(n+l-j)09n2. 
Now let L={X~~i~[1:n],j~[O:9n2]}u{~~l~[1:m]}. Clearly, L can be construc- 
ted in polynomial time and each string in L has length 1%’ + 3n+2 and contains 
exactly two ones. We will now show that 
Lhasasuperstringoflength~6n2+3n+n+k+9n2+6n=15n2+10n+kiffGhas 
a vertex cover v’ of size <k. 
F: Let V’={Vil,Vi2, . . . . Vik} be a vertex cover of G. 
Define 
S=S’S”. 
Observe that S’ contains exactly 6n2 + 3n zeros and n + k ones. Further, observe 
that S” contains exactly 9n2 + 3n zeros and 3n ones. Thus, 
(1) JSI=6n2+3n+n+k+9n2+3n+3n=15n2+10n+k. 
By Lemma 4.1 we have that S” is a supersequence of the set {Bj lj~[O: 9n2]} of 
suffixes of the strings X{, &Cl: n], &CO: 9n2]. From this we easily show that 
(2) S is a supersequence of {X!liE[l :n],jE[O:9n2]}. 
Observe that the subsequence (03” 103”)“03”S” of S is already a supersequence of 
{X/(i~[O:n],j~[O:9n2]}. Finally, 
(3) S is a supersequence of Z for l~[l : m]. 
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To see this, let er= (Vi, Uj>, i<j, and consider the following two cases: 
Case 1: UiE V’. Then all of z besides the suffix 09”>, namely the prefix 
06n(i- 1) 106n(j-i)+3n 106n(n+ 1 -j) , can be embedded in S’. The suffix 0’“’ of q can be 
embedded in S”. 
Case 2: vje V’. Then all of & besides the suffix 03n09n2, namely the prefix 
06n(i-1)106n(j-i)+3n106n(n-j)+3n , can be embedded in S’. The suffix 03”09”* of z can 
be embedded in S”. 
From (l), (2) and (3) it follows that S is a supersequence of L of length 15nZ+ lOn+ k 
of L. 
a: Let S be a supersequence of length d 15n2 + 10n + k of L. Define S’ and S” such 
that S = S’S”, where S’ is the shortest prefix of S that contains exactly 6n2 + 3n zeros. 
We need the following two claims. 
Claim 4.3. For each in [ 1: n], S’ must contain a one between the (6n( i - 1) + 3n)th zero 
and the 6nith zero. Consequently, S’ contains at least n ones. 
Proof of Claim 4.3. Assume, for contradiction, that the claim does not hold for an 
i~[l : n]. Then, for all jE[O: 9n2], it follows that iffis an embedding ofX! in S, the 
suffix 03”B~=03”0j109”‘-j of X: is mapped onto S” by f: This means that S” is J 
a supersequence of {03”BjljG[O:9n’]}. Thus, by Lemma 4.1, IS”1>3n+9n2+6n. 
Since IS’136n2+3n we have ISIb6n2+3n+9n2+9n=15n2+12n>15n2+10n+k, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.4. For 1~ [l : m] and el = {Vi, vj}, i <j, z cannot be embedded in S ifs’ contains 
a one neither between the 6n(i- 1)th zero and the (6n(i- l)+ 3n)th zero (resp. before the 
3nth zerofor i= 1) nor between the 6n(j- 1)th zero and the (6n(j- 1)+3n)th zero. 
Proof of Claim 4.4. Assume that the claim does not hold for an 1~[1 : m] with 
er = { Di, Uj} , i <j. Then it is easy to see that no prefix of T[ which is properly longer than 
6n(n- I)+ 3n+2 and thus properly contains 06n(i-1)106n(j-i)‘3n106n(n-j) can be 
embedded in S’. Thus, if there is an embedding f of T, in S, then the suffix 06”+9n2 of 
z must be mapped onto S” by5 Hence, S” must contain at least 6n + 9n2 zeros. With 
the help of Lemma 4.1 we can show that IS”I~max{0,6n-p}+9n2+p+ 
r(9n2+l)/(p+1)1 holds for a PEN. An easy computation yields that 
max{0,6n-p)+9n2+p+r(9n2+l)/(p+1)139n2+6n+r(9n2+1)/(6n+1)1 holds 
for all PEN. Hence, IS”Jb9n2+6n+r(9n2+1)/(6n+1)1B9n2+6n+~n. Since S’ 
contains 6n2 +3n zeros and, as a consequence of Claim 4.3, at least n ones we 
have IS’l>6n2+4n. Altogether, ISI~6n2+4n+9n2+6n+~n=15n2+11$n>15n2+ 
10n + k, which is a contradiction. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.2 (conclusion). Now, by Lemma 4.1 (ii) (S”J 2 9n2 + 6n. By the 
definition, S’ contains 6n2 + 3n zeros. Therefore, we know that S’ contains at most 
n + k ones. Otherwise, S would be too long. From Claim 4.3 it follows that there are 
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n ones between the (6n(i-1)+3n)th zero and the 6nith zero of S’, i~[l:n]. This 
implies that there can be at most k ones between the 6n(i- 1)th zero and the 
(6n(i-1)+3n)thzeroofS’foriE[1:n].Leti,,iz,..., i, be the indices for which there is 
a zero between the 6n(i - 1) th zero and the (6n(i - 1) + 3n)th zero of S’, p < k. Using 
Claim 4.4 we see that {Uil~UiZ) . . . . Di,} is a vertex cover of G of size p < k. 0 
5. Cyclic variants of SCSt and SCSe 
Now we examine the initial problems SCSt and SCSe modulo cyclic permutations 
on the letters of the given strings. This is interesting for applications where the given 
strings stem from cyclic processes. In such cases, often, we are interested in finding 
a shortest string that contains a cyclic permutation of each given string as a substring 
or a subsequence. 
Definition 5.1. 
Problem: CYCLIC SHORTEST COMMON SUPERSTRING (cvcrtc-scst) 
Instance: A finite set L of strings over an alphabet C. An integer keN. 
Question: Is there a string S over C of length <k such that S contains a cyclic 
permutation of each string in L as a substring (a cyclic permutation of a string T is any 
string Sufi(T)Pret(T) for an k[O: 1 TI])? 
Problem: ~Y~LI~~H~RTE~T~~MMoN supERsEQu~~cE(cycL~c-scse) 
Instance: A finite set L of strings over an alphabet C. An integer kEtY. 
Question: Is there a string S over C with length <k such that S contains a cyclic 
permutation of each string in L as a subsequence? 
The following theorem can be proved in a manner similar to Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 5.2. (i) Cyclic-SCSt is NP-complete even ifthe given strings have length 3 and 
the maximal orbit size is 8. 
(ii) Cyclic-SCSt is polynomial-time-solvable if the given strings have length 2. 
(iii) Cyclic-SCSt is NP-complete over the alphabet (0, l}. 
Proof. (i) This can be proved in a manner similar to Theorem 3.4. 
(ii) Trivial. 
(iii) We state this without proof. The ideas in the proof of Theorem 3.6 can be used 
to show (iii). El 
Theorem 5.3. (i) Cyclic-SCSe is NP-complete even if the given strings have length 3. 
(ii) Cyclic-SCSe is polynomial-time-solvable if the given strings have length 2. 
(iii) Cyclic-SCSe is NP-complete otjer the alphabet (0, 11. 
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Proof. (i) Obviously, cyclic-SCSe is in NP. We reduce the Vertex Cover problem to 
our problem. Let a graph G=( I’, E) with node set I’= { ul,uz, . . . . u,} and edge set 
E=(el,e2, . . . . e,} and an integer keN, kdn, be an instance of Vertex Cover. In the 
following we will construct a set L of strings of length 3 over an alphabet C. 
Let C=Vu{xili~[l:n+l]}. For each edge el={ui,uj}EE, i<j, set 
S~=XpUiUj, S~=XpUjUi for p= 1,2, . . . . n+ 1. 
Now set L={Sb,$hI ldldm, l<p<n+l). 
We will show that 
G has a Vertex Cover of size k iff there exists a string S of length < k + 2n + 1 such 
that S contains a cyclic permutation of each string in L as a subsequence. 
*: Let I/‘cT/beavertexcoverofGofsizek.Assumethat V’={u1,u2,...,uk}.Set 
S=xixz . ..x.+1vrv2 . ..u.a1vZ . . . uk. Obviously, S has length k+2n+ 1 and is 
a supersequence of L. 
e: For contradiction, assume that there is an IE[~ :m] such that for eI= {Ui,vj} 
both Vi and Uj occur only once in S. For Sb and SL the following cyclic permutations 
are possible: 
s;: XpViVj UjXpVi uivjxp, 
-1 .S P’ XpUjUi UiXpUj UjViXp. 
By our assumption, S is of the form S’UiS”UjS”’ or of the form S’UjS”UiS”‘, 
S’, S”, S”‘EC- { ui, vj}. In both cases xp must occur in the string S” and in the string 
S’S”‘. Hence, all characters xi, x1, . . , x,+ 1 must occur twice in S. However, this 
implies that S has a length of at least 2(n+ l)+n, which is a contradiction. 
As a consequence, for every 1~ [ 1: m] with el = {Vi, vj } we have that vi or uj occurs at 
least twice in S. Let I” be the set of characters in V that occur at least twice in S. Then 
I” #t$. Further, V’ is a vertex cover of G. Since each Xi, 1 < i d n + 1, and each UjE V 
must occur in Sat least once, we have II”l<k+2n+l-(n+l)-n=k. 
(ii) Trivial. 
(iii) We state this without a proof. The proof of Theorem 4.2 can be used to show 
(iii). 0 
6. Permutation variants of SCSt and SCSe 
In the final section we consider SCSt and SCSe modulo permutations on the letters 
of the given strings. 
Definition 6.1. 
Problem: PERMUTATIONSHORTESTCOMMONSUPERSTRING (PERMUTATION-SCSt) 
Instance: A finite set L of strings over an alphabet C. An integer kEN. 
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Question: Is there a string S over C of length < k such that S contains a permutation 
of each string in L as a substring? 
Problem: PERMUTATION SHORTEST COMMON SUPERSEQUENCE (PERMUTATION-SCSe) 
Instance: A finite set L of strings over an alphabet C. An integer keN. 
Question: Is there a string S over C of length <k such that S contains a permuta- 
tion of each string in L as a subsequence? 
Remark. (i) The Permutation-SCSt problem is essentially the same as the Consecut- 
ive Sets problem (see [2]). 
(ii) Permutation-SCSe is obviously polynomial-time-solvable. To see this observe 
that a string S over C contains a permutation of each string in L as a subsequence iff
S contains each character in C at least as often as this character occurs maximally 
often in a string in L. Thus, it is easy to find such a shortest string S in polynomial 
time. 
6.1. Hamiltonian paths in grid graphs 
In the proof of the NP-completeness of Permutation-SCSt over an alphabet of size 
3 we make a reduction of a variant of the Hamiltonian Paths in Grid Graphs problem 
(see [3]). The variant will be that we limit the instances of this problem to a certain 
kind of grid graphs. Recall that a grid graph G = (V, E) is a graph with node set Vc N ‘, 
edge set E and where {u, W}EE iff the nodes u, w~V have a Euclidean distance of 1. 
Now, let us introduce our variant of the Hamiltonian Paths in Grid Graphs problem. 
Definition 6.2. Let G1 =( I’, , E I) be a grid graph with I’, c [l : n] 2 for an neN and 
such that (n-l,n)EV1, (n,n-l)EV1 and (n,n)#Vl, (n-l, n-l)$V1 holds. G1 will be 
represented in the sequel as in Fig. 4. 
The grid graph G = ( V, E) in Fig. 4 is called the symmetric grid graph (that originates 
fromG,).InFig.5thegraphsG2=(V2,E2),G,=(V3,E3)andG,=(V,,E,)areequal 
to G1 after a rotation of 90” (resp. 180”, 270”) around (n+ 1, n+ 1). More formally, 
n 
n-l 
2 
1 
1 2...n-ln 
Fig. 4. 
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2n+l 
n+2 
n+l 
n 
n-l 
1 2...n-lnn+ln+2 . . . 2n+l 
Fig. 5. 
define V2, V,, V4 such that (x,y)~V~ iff(2n+2-y,x)EV2 iff(2n+2-x,2n+2-y)EV3 
iff (y,2n+2-x)~&. The node set V of G is defined as V,uV,uV~uV,u 
(wl,wz,w~J, where w,=(n+l,n--1), w2=(n+3,n+1) and w3=(n+1,n+3). The 
nodes a = (n - 1, n) and b = (n - 1, n - 2) are called terminal nodes of G. 
Definition 6.3. 
Problem: HAMILTONIANPATHSINSYMMETRICGRIDGRAPHS 
Instance: A symmetric grid graph G = (V, E). 
Question: Does G have a Hamiltonian path? 
Lemma 6.4. Hamiltonian Paths in Symmetric Grid Graphs is NP-complete. 
Proof. Obviously, Hamiltonian Paths in Symmetric Grid Graphs is in NP. We reduce 
the Hamiltonian Circuits in Grid Graphs problem (see [3]) to our problem. Let an 
instance of the Hamiltonian Circuits in Grid Graphs problem be given, i.e. a grid 
graphG=(V,E)withnodeset V={uI,u2,..., u,} such that Vi=(Xi,yi)E[l :m]'for an 
mEN, for all i~[l:n]. Let u,,=(xh,yh) be the node with xh=max{xi)iE[l:n]} and 
yh =max{ yi ( (Xh,yi)E v}. Without loss of generality, we assume that there exists 
a node Ui = (Xi, yi) in V with Xi = Xh and yi = y, - 1. (The existence of such a node can be 
tested in polynomial time. If it does not exist there can be no Hamiltonian circuit in G.) 
In order to get a grid graph that satisfies the condition of Definition 6.2 we add the 
nodes that are shown in Fig. 6 to V. Let V’ be the resulting node set. Note that x,, d m 
and yh dm hold. Let G’ =( V’, E’) be the grid graph with node set V’. 
Clearly, every Hamiltonian circuit in G must contain the edge (uh, vi). From this it 
follows that there exists a Hamiltonian circuit in G iff there exists a Hamiltonian path 
in G’ from w to w’. Further, G’ has a Hamiltonian path from w to w’ iff there exists 
a Hamiltonian path in the symmetric grid graph that originates from G’. 0 
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m+4 . 
Fig. 6. 
6.2. The theorem 
Theorem 6.5. (i) Permutation-SCSt is NP-complete even ifthe given strings have length 
3 and $ the maximal orbit size is 8. 
(ii) Permutation-SCSt is polynomial-time-solvable if the given strings have length 2. 
(iii) Permutation-SCSt over an alphabet of size 3 is NP-complete. 
(iv) Permutation-SCSt is polynomial-time-solvable over an alphabet of size 2. 
Proof. (i) This can be proved in a manner similar to Theorem 3.4. 
(ii) Let L={S1,Slr . . . . S,} be a set of strings over {O,l}. Let no and n1 be the 
maximal number of zeros (resp. ones) that occur in a string in L. The string S = 0”” 1”’ 
is then obviously a shortest string that contains a permutation of each string in L as 
a substring. 
(iii) Obviously, permutation-SCSt is in NP. We reduce the Hamitonian Paths in 
Symmetric Grid Graphs problem to our problem. Let an instance of Hamiltonian 
Paths in Symmetric Grid Graphs be given, i.e. a symmetric grid graph G = (V, E) with 
node set V={vl,vz, . . . ,v~}cN’ with Ui=(Xi,yi), for ig[l:n]. Assume that u1 and 
v, are the terminal nodes of G. Without loss of generality, let G be connected. 
Let G, , GZ, G, and G, be the four subgraphs of G according to Definition 6.2. Let 
m=(n-3)/4- 1, i.e m is the number of nodes in each of the graphs Gj,jc[1:4], minus 
1. We will construct a set L of strings over the alphabet {O, 1,2}. L will contain, for 
each node UiE I’, a corresponding string SC. Also, L will be defined in a way that it is 
possible to infer, for each SiEL, the coordinates Xi and yi of Ui from the character 
composition of Si. In particular, L is defined such that: 
(1) Si has length n=4m+7 for ie[l :n]. 
(2) For i,jE[l :n], 
Xi=Xj A Yi=Yj+l iff lSil~=lSjlO-1 A ISiII=JSjJI+l, 
Xi=Xj A Yi=Yj-1 iff ISilO=ISjlO+l A ISiI1=JSjI,-l, 
Xi=Xj+l A yi=yj iff ISJa=ISjJo-1 A ISil2=ISjl2+1, 
Xi=Xj-1 A Yi=yj iff lS~l~=JSj~~+l A JS~i~=JS~J~-l. 
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For iE[l : n] let Si be any string that contains exactly 
2m+5+X,-Xi+y,-yj zeros, 
m+yi-yl ones, 
m+2+Xi-X, tWOS. 
Let T be any string that contains exactly 
4m + 7 zeros, 
2m+2 ones, 
2m+4 twos. 
Now set L={SiliE[l:n])u{T} and k=ITI=8m+13=2n-1. We will show that 
G has a Hamiltonian path iff there exists a string S of length< k that contains 
a permutation of each string in L as a substring. 
=z-: Let W be a Hamiltonian path in G. Without loss of generality, let W be 
vi, u2,. . . , u, (this can be assumed since each Hamiltonian path in G must be a path 
from ui to u, or vice versa). Clearly, W contains, for j~[l : 43, a subpath Wj that is 
a Hamiltonian path in the subgraph Gj of G. Since each subgraph Gj, j~[l : 41, 
contains exactly m+ 1 nodes, Wj contains exactly m edges. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that W runs “in the same manner” 
through the subgraphs Gi, Gz, G3 and Gq. More formally, for the paths 
y=w[wi . . . wi, je[1:4], we have that if w/=(x,y), ie[l:n], then 
wF=(~~+~-JJ,X), Wi3=(2n+2-X,2n+2-y) and ~4=(~,2n+2-~) holds. 
Claim 6.6. 1~ the set of edges { (ui, ui+ I} 1 iE[l : n-l]> of W there are 
m+2 edges with Xi+l=Xi and yi+,=yi+l, 
m+2 edges with Xi+i=Xi+l and ~~+~=y~, 
m edges with xi+l=xi and yi+,=yi-1, 
m+2 edges with Xi+1 =Xi-1 and yi+l =yi. 
Proof of Claim 6.6. Since W runs “in the same manner” through G1, GZ, G3 and 
G4 there are altogether m edges of each kind in the graphs Gi, G2, G3 and Gq. In 
addition, G contains 2 edges with xi+1 =xi, yi=yi+,, 2 edges with Xi+1 =Xi+ 1, 
yi+i =yi and 2 edges with X~+~ =xi-1, yi+i =yi (cf. Fig. 5). 0 
Now, we define a string S of length k=2n- 1, and with the property that the 
substring Sti:i+n_l] of S is a permutation of Si for ic[l :n]. Since Ui and Ui+i are 
connected by an edge in G they have the Euclidean distance 1 in G. According to (2) we 
define for ig[l : n - l] characters pi and qi such that 
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(3) pi=aE(O,1,2} iff ISi+il,=ISi(,+l and qi=bE(O,1,2} iff ISi+ilb=ISilb-l. 
Formally, define for k [l : n - 11, 
pi=0 if Xi+l=Xi-1 or yi+l=yi-l, 
pi=1 if yi+i=yi+l, 
pi=2 if Xi+l=Xi+ly 
qi=O if Xi+l=Xi+l or yi+l=yi+l, 
qi= 1 if yi+i=yi-l, 
qi=2 if Xi+l=Xi-1. 
Now set S=q,q, ...qn_10p1p2 . . . p. _ 1. Then S has length k = 2n - 1. From Claim 
6.6 and by the definition of the characters qi and pi it follows that 
(4) there are 2m+4 zeros, m ones and m+2 twos in ql,qz, ...,qn_l and 
(5) there are 2m+2 zeros, m+2 ones and m+2 twos in p1,p2, . . ..P”_~. 
A consequence of (4) and (5) is that S is a permutation of T. Also, Str:,,] is 
a permutation of S 1. Then, by induction one shows that Sti: i +,, _ 1 I is a permutation of 
Si for all iE[l : n]. Altogether, “j” follows. 
e: Let S be a string of length d k that contains a permutation of each string in L as 
a substring. Since S contains a permutation of TEL it must have length k = I T I. Let 
S=q,qz ..*4n-lrPlP2 ‘.. pI1 _ 1. Since S contains exactly n substrings of length n it 
follows that, for each iE [ 1: n] ,one of these substrings must be a permutation of Si. Let 
S’,(j) be the string in L that is a permutation of Stj:j+n_ i1 (fis a bijection from [l : n] 
t0 [l In]). Since S~i:i+n_1~#S~j:j+n-1] for i,jE[l:n], i#j, we have pt#qt for all 
l~[l : n- 11. From this fact and since T has the same length 2n- 1 = 8m + 13 as S and 
contains exactly 4m + 7 zeros, we derive that r must be zero. Further, exactly one of the 
characters qt and pt is a zero for 1~[1: n- 11. Using (2) we derive that the nodes 
uf(j) and Uf(j+ 1j are connected by an edge in G for jE [l : n - 11. Sincefis a bijection it 
follows that the path with nodes uJcl), ufc2), . . . , uJcnj is a Hamiltonian path in G. 
(iv) Trivial. 0 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 6.5(iii) also shows that the following problem is 
NP-complete: 
Instance: Integers II and kEFV and a set M={(Xi,yi,~~)l is[l :n]; Xi,yi,zi~N} of 
pairwise different triples of integers such that, for all ie[l : n], Xi + yi +zi= k. 
Question: Does there exist a string S of length k+n- 1 over the alphabet (0, 1,2} 
such that S contains, for all k [ 1: n], a substring Ti of length k that consists of xi zeros, 
yi ones and Zi twos? 
This means that it is an NP-complete problem to find a shortest string over the 
alphabet (0, 1,2} that contains a set of substrings, each of which contains a given 
number of zeros, ones and twos. 
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